This paper examines error-control coding (ECC) use in wireless sensor networks (WSN), to determine the energy efficiency of specific ECC implementations in WSN. ECC provides coding gain, resulting in transmitter energy savings, at the cost of added decoder power consumption. This paper derives an expression for the critical distance dCR, the distance at which the decoder's energy consumption per bit equals the transmit energy savings per bit due to coding gain, compared to uncoded. Results for several decoder implementations, both analog and digital, are presented for dCR in different environments over a wide frequency range. In free space, dCR is very large at lower frequencies, suitable only for widely spaced outdoor sensors. In crowded environments and office buildings, dCR drops significantly, to 3m or greater at 10 GHz. Interference is not considered; it would lower dCR. Analog decoders are shown to be the most energy-efficient decoders in this study.
critical distance d CR , where energy expenditure per data bit is equivalent for the coded and uncoded system, are developed and presented for both high and low throughput channels. At distances greater than d CR , use of the coded system results in net energy savings for a WSN.
Section II of this paper presents a framework for the factors that affect the minimum transmitter power, and a path loss model. Basic types of ECC are presented in Section III. Section IV explores the energy savings from ECC in terms of coding gain, presents models for the power consumption of a decoder at high and low throughput, and develops equations for the total energy savings, combining transmit energy savings with decoder energy cost, and for the critical distance d CR . The critical distances for actual decoder implementations are found in Section V for several different environments and frequencies. Conclusions based on these results are presented in Section VI.
II. TRANSMITTED POWER AND PATH LOSS

A. Minimum Transmitted Power
Minimizing transmitted RF power is the key to energy-efficient wireless sensor networks [1] , [2] , [3] . To shed more light on RF transmission power, let us consider that the receiver has a required minimum signal-to-noise power S/N , below which it cannot operate reliably. Often, this requirement is expressed in terms of minimum E b /N 0 , where E b is the required minimum energy per bit at the receiver, and N 0 is the noise power spectral density. The S/N can be found as [22] S
where R is the information rate or throughput in bits/sec, B is the signal bandwidth, and η, the ratio of the information rate to the bandwidth, is known as the spectral efficiency.
The signal noise N may be expressed as proportional to thermal noise and the signal bandwidth B, as [23] 
where m is a noise proportionality constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature in K. The receiver noise figure RNF in dB is incorporated into the proportionality constant m such that m ≥ 1 and m = 10 RN F/10 . An ideal receiver with RNF=0 dB results in m = 1.
Finally, the received signal power S RX = S at a distance d from the transmitting source can be expressed in free space using the Friis transmission formula [24] , assuming an omnidirectional antenna and no interference or obstacles,
where λ is the transmitted wavelength corresponding to the transmitting frequency f with λ = c/f , and P T X is the transmitted power.
Equations (1), (2) , and (3) may be combined to express the minimum transmitted power P T X required to achieve S/N at a receiver a distance d away, in free space, without interference, as
Note that in (4), the minimum transmitted power is proportional to distance squared, d 2 , between transmitter and receiver, and inversely proportional to λ 2 , which means the power is proportional to frequency f . Operation at higher frequencies requires higher transmit power.
Section II-B considers the effect of transmitting in an environment which is not free space. Many transmission environments include significant obstacles, and interference, and have reduced line-of-sight (LOS) components. Signal path loss or attenuation in these environments can be significantly greater than that in free space. We will not consider external sources of interference in these environments; only structural interference by obstacles such as walls, doors, furniture, and carpeted wall dividers is considered.
B. Path Loss Modeling
The Friis transmission formula is re-written below in a different form, as (7) is a well known formula for RF transmission in a free space in a far-field region [24] . Since wireless sensors are likely to be deployed in a number of different, physically constrained environments, it is worthwhile exploring its limitations. The space surrounding a radiating antenna is typically subdivided into three different regions [24] : i) reactive near field ii) radiating near-field (Fresnel region) iii) far-field (Fraunhofer region)
As the Friis formula applies to the far-field region, it is important to establish a minimum distance d ff where the far field begins, and beyond which (3) and (7) are valid. The physical definition of the far-field is the region where the field of the antenna is essentially independent of the distance from the antenna. If the antenna has a maximum dimension D, the far-field region is commonly recognized to exist if the sensor separation d is larger than [24] 
While sensor nodes can use different kinds of antennas depending on cost, application and frequency of operation, a first-order estimate of the antenna size D can be assumed as λ/L where L is an integer which value is dependent on antenna design. The above assumption expresses a common relationship between antenna size and the corresponding radiating wavelength λ. Substituting D = λ/L into (5), the distance limitation can be expressed as:
Typical frequencies used in RF transmission vary from as low as 400 MHz (Medical Implant Communications Service -MICS) to 10 GHz (highest band of Ultra Wide Band technology) with many services offered around 2.4 GHz (Bluetooth, Wireless LAN -802.11, some cellular phones). The corresponding wavelengths change from 75cm (at 400 MHz) down to 33mm (at 10 GHz). As a result, the limitations imposed by equation (6) seem not too restrictive, as even at the lowest frequencies, with largest wavelength, d ff will be below 1m. Even if one does not assume proportionality between the antenna size D and wavelength λ, it would be straightforward to calculate the minimum distance d ff directly from (5) . For practical reasons due to size limitation, the antenna should not be much larger than the sensor node hardware itself, which in turn should not be larger than a few cubic centimeters. As a result, D should not be larger than 10cm, resulting in d ff of a fraction of a meter at most.
In further deliberations, we will assume that the distance between sensors is at least 1 meter, which places both corresponding antennas between the receiver and transmitter in the far-field region. The results of section V-A regarding the distance at which ECC becomes energy-efficient for various decoder implementations will justify this assumption. Equation (3) can be written as
where PL is a path loss, which is the loss in signal power at a distance d due to attenuation of the field strength. In a log scale, (7) becomes [26] 
where n = 2. Later this equation is generalized to include other values of n, which better fit the measured attenuation of environments which are more cluttered or confined than the free space assumption.
• n = mean path loss exponent (n = 2 for free space) 
• λ = the wavelength of the corresponding carrier frequency f The second, more important, limitation of the Friis transmission formula results from the free space propagation assumption. In reality for practically deployed wireless sensor networks it is unlikely that this assumption will remain valid. Small antennas causing Fresnel zone losses, multiple objects blocking line of sight, or walls and ceilings in a indoor environments will all cause deviations from the simple prediction of (7).
Various models have been developed over the years to improve the accuracy of (7) under different conditions [27] , [28] , [29] , [31] . Recently a path loss model based on the geometrical properties of a room was presented in [30] . The authors derived equations for the upper and lower bounds of the mean received power (MRP) of a transmission in the room, for random transmitter and receiver locations. Although mathematically complex, these equations fail to reproduce the experimental data of [30] . In fact, the simple equation (7) seems to provide better accuracy. However, the problem with (7) is that it does not take into account losses caused by transmission through walls, reflections from ceilings and Fresnel zone blockage effects. In order to account for some of these effects, one model [34] proposes to apply an additional correction factor in the form of a linear (on a log scale) attenuation factor, in addition to the value predicted by (7) . The additional attenuation factor ranges from 0.3 -0.6 dB/m depending on selected frequency.
To retain generality but keep the path loss equation simple, we will follow many others [26] , [27] , [32] , [33] , in assuming the form of (8) with n being an empirically fitted parameter depending on the environment. For free space conditions, n = 2 as stated by the Friis transmission formula (7) . In real deployment conditions, attenuation loss with distance d will increase more than the squared response implied by (7). To accommodate a wide variety of conditions, the path loss exponent in (3) can be changed from n = 2 up to n = 4, with n = 3 being a typical value when walls and floors are being considered.
Under special conditions, the coefficient n might lie outside the 2-4 range; for example, for short distance line-of-sight paths, the path loss exponent can be below n = 2 [27] . This is especially true in hallways, as they provide a wave-guiding effect. In other conditions, n > 4 has been suggested if multiple reflections from various objects are considered. In the following section, we will assume the validity of (8) with a value of n in the range from n = 2 to n = 4, with n = 3 being representative of most typical indoor environments and outdoor urban/suburban foliated areas [35] . Dense outdoor urban environments can have n ≥ 4 [36] .
III. ERROR CONTROL CODING
Error control coding (ECC) introduces redundancy into an information sequence u of length k by the addition of extra parity bits, based on various combinations of bits of u, to form a codeword x of length n C > k. The redundancy provided by these extra n C − k parity bits allows the decoder to possibly decode noisy received bits of x correctly which, if uncoded, would be demodulated incorrectly. This ability to correct errors in the received sequence means that use of ECC over a noisy channel can provide better bit error rate (BER) performance for the same signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to an uncoded system, or can provide the same BER at a lower SNR than uncoded. This difference in required SNR to achieve a certain BER for a particular code and decoding algorithm compared to uncoded is known as the coding gain for that code and decoding algorithm.
Typically there is a tradeoff between coding gain and decoder complexity. Very long codes provide higher gain but require larger decoders with high power consumption, and similarly for more complex decoding algorithms.
Several different types of ECC exist, but we may loosely categorize them into two divisions: 1) block codes, which are of a fixed length n C , with n C −k parity bits, and are decoded one block or codeword at a time; and 2) convolutional codes, which, for a rate k/n C code, input k bits and output n C bits at each time interval, but are decoded in a continuous stream of length L n C . Block codes include repetition codes, Hamming codes [37] , Reed-Solomon codes [38] and BCH codes [39] , [40] . The terminology (n C , k) or (n C , k, d min ) indicates a code of length n C with information sequence of length k, and minimum distance (the minimum number of different bits between any of the codewords) d min . Short block codes like Hamming codes can be decoded by syndrome decoding, or maximum likelihood (ML) decoding by either decoding to the nearest codeword or decoding on a trellis with the Viterbi algorithm [41] or maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding with the BCJR algorithm [42] . Algebraic codes such as Reed-Solomon and BCH codes are decoded with a complex polynomial solver to determine the error locations. Convolutional codes are decoded on a trellis using either Viterbi decoding, MAP decoding or sequential decoding.
Another categorization is based on the decoding algorithms: 1) non-iterative decoding algorithms, such as syndrome decoding for block codes or maximum likelihood (ML) nearest-codeword decoding for short block codes, algebraic decoding for Reed-Solomon and BCH codes, and Viterbi decoding or sequential decoding for convolutional codes; and 2) iterative decoding algorithms, such as turbo decoding with component MAP decoders for each component code, and the sum-product algorithm (SPA) [43] or its lower complexity approximation, min-sum decoding [44] , [45] , for low-density parity-check codes (LDPCs).
The non-iterative decoding category may be further divided into hard-and soft-decision decoders; harddecision decoders output a final decision on the most likely codeword, while soft-decision decoders provide soft information in the form of probabilities or log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) on the individual codeword bits. Viterbi decoding can be either hard-decision or soft-decision, with a 2 dB gain in performance for soft-decision decoding. Category 2) are all soft-decision algorithms by nature, as iterative decoding requires soft information as a priori input for each iteration. Iterative decoding algorithms provide significant coding gain, at the cost of greater decoding complexity and power consumption, Figure 1 shows BER performance vs SNR for several types of error-correcting codes, compared to uncoded BPSK (binary phase-shift keying) modulation. Transmission is over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, with variance N 0 /2 and zero mean, using BPSK modulation for all encoded bits. Note that the SNR=E b /N 0 in dB is an energy ratio, rather than the power ratio S/N . The received energy per bit E b is energy per symbol over code rate E s /R, with constant E s , and N 0 is the noise power spectral density. The thick black line indicates a BER of 10 −4 ; the coding gain for each code at this BER is easy to determine.
Three block codes are shown: a (255,239,17) Reed-Solomon code, an (8,4,4) extended Hamming code, and a (16,11,4) extended Hamming code. Note that the longer extended Hamming code provides better performance due to its longer length. The Reed-Solomon code does not provide better performance until a much lower BER, even though it is significantly longer and has a better minimum distance, due to its higher rate.
Two convolutional codes, both rate 1/2 64-state constraint length 7, are compared [46] . One uses a harddecision Viterbi decoder and the other uses a soft-decision Viterbi decoder. The soft-decision decoder performs about 2 dB better than the hard-decision decoder.
Three iteratively decoded codes are displayed as well, and the power of iterative decoding is clearly shown. These three codes provide the best performance on the graph. The parallel concatenated convolutional code (PCCC) is a classic turbo code, and used in the 3GPP standard, although it is short; it has an interleaver and information sequence size of 40 bits, with a codeword length of 132 bits [52] . The (16, 11) 2 turbo product code is composed of component (16, 11) extended Hamming codes, decoded with MAP decoding [49] . The rate 1/2 length 1024 irregular LDPC is similar to the code implemented in [54] , with 64 decoding iterations used. The use of ECC can allow a system to operate at significantly lower SNR than an uncoded system, for the same BER. Whether this coding gain ECC gain = SNR U − SNR ECC provides sufficient energy savings due to the lowered minimum transmitted power requirement to outweigh the cost of extra power consumption due to the decoder will be examined in the next section. 6 
IV. ENERGY SAVINGS FROM ECC
A. Minimum Required Transmit Power
For an uncoded system, the minimum required transmit power P T X,U at the signal-to-noise ratio (termed SNR U ) required to achieve a desired BER is found from (4) and (7) to be
where η U is the uncoded system's spectral efficiency. RNF is the receiver noise figure in dB and SNR U is the required SNR= E b /N 0 in dB to achieve the target BER with an uncoded system. The path loss exponent n depends on the environment. At the frequencies of interest, d > λ as stated in section II-B, so the far-field approximation of (8) is valid.
The uncoded system has a transmission rate R and bandwidth B, so the uncoded spectral efficiency η U = R/B. We consider BPSK-modulated transmission, which has a maximum possible spectral efficiency of η max = 1, and so we require that B = R and η U = 1.
For an equal comparison, we require that the coded system also have an information transmission rate R. Recall that the information bits are the uncoded bits before going into the encoder, and the coded bits are the bits output from the encoder. The number of coded bits is greater than the number of information bits, so it would be an unfair comparison to consider the coded system to have a coded transmission rate of R, as then the information transmission rate would decrease to R * R C . The code rate R C is the number of information bits divided by the number of codeword bits. This means the uncoded system would be decoding R information bits per second, assuming BPSK modulation, while the coded system would decode only R * R C information bits per second. This would give the coded system an unfair advantage. Thus we require that the coded system transmit at an information transmission rate of R, as for the uncoded system. The coded transmission rate or coded channel throughput R then increases to R = R/R C , for a code of rate R C . The bandwidth of the coded system, B C , is assumed to increase with the coded transmission rate, so that B C = R . Thus the coded system's spectral efficiency decreases to η C = R/B C = R C .
Minimizing transmit power is considered herein to be the most critical parameter for a low-power WSN, whose battery lifetime is dependent on power consumption. Therefore all transmit power and energy calculations use the minimum required transmit power and energy. In a low-power WSN scenario, transmitting with as much power as possible, up to regulatory limits, is not desirable. Rather, transmitting with as little power as possible, so as to extend sensor battery life, while maintaining a minimum required SNR, is our goal. Similar to a deepspace satellite scenario, the low-power WSN is far more power-constrained than bandwidth-constrained. In order to achieve power efficiency, we are willing to sacrifice spectral efficiency.
An equation similar to (10) , but for the minimum required transmit power P T X,ECC using ECC, can be found. Recall that the required SNR ECC is less than SNR U by the coding gain ECC gain . Also note that η C B C = R and η U B = R. The minimum required transmit power when using ECC, P T X,ECC , is given by
The required transmit power P T X is converted to required transmit energy per transmitted information bit by dividing P T X by the information transmission rate R in bits/sec to obtain Eb T X = P T X /R in J/bit. Since the information transmission rate R is the same for both uncoded and coded systems, the ratio of uncoded to coded energy per transmitted bit remains the same as for power. The information rate R is also assumed constant over all transmission distances d. This allows for a straightforward comparison of the minimum required transmit energy and power of coded and uncoded systems at different distances.
The transmit energy savings per information bit of the coded system is found as the difference between the minimum required transmit energy per information bit for uncoded and coded systems, as
Use of ECC lowers the required minimum transmit power and energy per decoded bit as a result of the coding gain ECC gain . However, at the receiver, the coded system has the added power consumption of its decoder, which must be factored in as a cost of using ECC. We do not consider the additional power consumed by the encoder; typically the encoder is much smaller and consumes significantly less power than the decoder.
Decoder implementation results usually present one or two power consumption measurements at specified throughputs. We can factor in the cost of the decoder power consumption by taking the power consumption value at an information throughput equal to the information transmission rate R, and dividing the power consumption by the throughput R to get energy per decoded bit Eb dec . However, the power consumption values available for the implementations are almost always for high throughput. A model is needed to estimate the decoder power consumed at throughput below that measured, based on the available power consumption data.
B. Decoder Power Consumption
The power consumption of a digital CMOS decoder consists of two types: dynamic and static. Dynamic power consumption is primarily due, in CMOS logic, to the switching capacitance, and is modeled as
where C is the total switched capacitance, V dd is the power supply voltage, and f is the operating, or clock, frequency. The static power consumption is due to leakage current and DC biasing sources, and can be modeled as P s = I leak V dd , where I leak is the leakage current. The total power consumption is modeled as [56] 
The dynamic power consumption increases linearly with frequency, and becomes the dominant factor at higher frequencies. At low frequencies, static power consumption dominates and the total power consumption no longer increases linearly with frequency, but approaches the static value. This is seen from the total power consumption model as
The decoder throughput R is proportional to f over most of the range of f , so the total power P total ∝ aR+b. At high frequencies, near the limit of the clocking frequency, the dynamic power will increase super-linearly with f , and the chip dissipates large amounts of power. We will not consider operation near the high-frequency limits of chip performance. Figure 2 shows actual power vs throughput measurements for a digital implementation of a length 1024 rate 1/2 LDPC decoder incorporating the sum-product algorithm (SPA) [54] . A linear approximation for the normalized power is compared to the actual measurement data. The linear approximation is quite accurate in the linear, dynamic-power-dominated region of the power vs throughput curve.
From the decoder power consumption approximation, the energy cost per decoded information bit could be found as Eb dec = P total /R.
There is an additional factor to consider in power consumption, which is the implementation process. The decoder implementations presented in Table I in Section V-A span several different CMOS processes: from 0.5µm to 0.16µm. Larger processes have higher supply voltage and dissipate greater amounts of power. So as not to unfairly penalize decoders implemented in a larger process size, we scale the energy per decoded bit by V 2 dd . This results in a energy per decoded information bit Eb dec , normalized to a supply voltage of 1V, as
When operating anywhere in the dynamic power/high throughput region, the energy per decoded information bit is constant at
This paper also considers analog decoder implementations, which use very small bias currents, so that the transistors operate in the subthreshold region. Hence, analog decoders inherently have very low power dissipation, and would seem a good choice for power-limited applications such as wireless sensor networks.
C. Energy Savings of ECC and Critical Distance
The total energy cost or gain of using ECC with a particular decoder implementation, at a given frequency, distance, throughput and required BER, may then be found as the combination of its energy savings due to coding gain from (12) , plus the energy cost due to decoder power consumption as (15) . This energy savings ∆ES with respect to an uncoded system is found as the difference in minimum transmitted energy per information bit between uncoded and coded, minus the additional energy cost at the decoder. Recall that B = R. The energy savings ∆ES is given by
The distance d at which ∆ES = 0 is termed the critical distance d CR . This is the distance at which use of a particular decoder implementation becomes energy-efficient. For sensors greater than a distance d CR apart, use of that decoder implementation saves energy compared to an uncoded system. The critical distance d CR is found from (17) as
P total is represented as a linear function of the throughput R, as P total = P max * R/R max . Recall that P max and R max are the maximum measured power and throughput values, respectively, and they fall within the decoder's dynamic power consumption region. The static power contribution is considered to be negligible in the dynamic region. The factor of (1/R) 1/n in (18) will be canceled, in the dynamic region, by R in P total . Thus d CR in the dynamic region is independent of throughput, and has constant value. The critical distance is given by
For a low throughput channel, we need to consider the type of network traffic across the channel. Bursty traffic, where long periods of silence are interspersed with brief bursts of data, is representative of many types of low throughput networks. Examples are weather sensors or patient temperature sensors reporting conditions at fixed intervals, or sensors receiving data from security cameras at an isolated facility that only transmit data when there is movement or pixel change. Bursty traffic channels, while on average low throughput, are better represented as a channel which has high throughput for a certain percentage of time, and no throughput the rest of the time.
In the bursty traffic scenario, a low throughput channel of rate R is viewed as having high throughput or transmission rate R 1 > R for 100h% of the time, where 0 ≤ h ≤ 1, and no throughput 100(1 − h)% of the time, such that hR 1 = R. The decoder is assumed to be powered down during periods of no throughput. During the time when the decoder is operating, throughput is high and decoder power consumption follows the dynamic power consumption model. Averaged over time, the total decoder power consumption is found to be
the same as for the dynamic power consumption case. In other words, bursty traffic effectively lowers the dynamic power region to lower throughputs, because the data itself is delivered at a transmission rate within the dynamic power region. Thus the critical distance d CR for low throughput with bursty traffic is the same as (19). We will not consider a constant low throughput channel, as it is not an energy-efficient method of operating the decoder.
Another factor to consider is whether the minimum required uncoded transmit power, P T X,U , exceeds regulatory limits on maximum allowable transmitted power at a certain distance d P lim ≤ d CR . If so, then coding will be necessary simply to reduce the transmit power below regulatory limits. The critical distance d CR for the coded system would then drop to d P lim , provided that the minimum coded transmit power P T X,ECC did not also exceed the maximum power limitation.
There are many different regulatory limits, depending on location, frequency, and application. Thus it is not within the scope of this paper determine whether P T X,U exceeds all possible limits at each frequency, application and critical distance. However, this is a factor which should be considered for actual usage.
The next section considers both digital and analog decoder implementations and determines their critical distances at various frequencies and environments. Path loss exponents range from n = 2 for free space, to n = 4 for office space with many obstacles and ranging over multiple floors. Both high and bursty traffic low throughput channels are considered.
V. CRITICAL DISTANCE RESULTS FOR IMPLEMENTED DECODERS
A. Decoder Implementations
We now examine several different decoder implementations, both analog and digital, for a variety of code types. BPSK transmission over an AWGN channel is assumed for all decoders. Block codes considered include a high-rate digital (255,239) Reed-Solomon decoder [47] , an analog (8,4,4) extended Hamming decoder [48] , and an analog (16, 11, 4) extended Hamming decoder [49] . Two digital convolutional decoders are included, a hard-decision Viterbi [50] and a soft-decision Viterbi decoder [51] . Both decoders use a rate 1/2, 64-state, constraint length K=7 convolutional code. Iterative decoders are examined as well. An analog rate 1/3 length 132 turbo decoder with interleaver size 40 [52] is considered, as well as an analog (16, 11) 2 turbo product decoder [49] , [53] using MAP decoding on each component (16, 11) extended Hamming codes. Two LDPC decoders are evaluated, a digital rate 1/2 length 1024 irregular LDPC sum-product decoder [54] , and an analog rate 1/4 (32,8,10) regular LDPC min-sum decoder [55] . Table I displays the pertinent data for each decoder, including coding gain in dB, maximum measured decoder core power consumption P max , corresponding maximum measured information (not coded) throughput R max , core supply voltage V dd . The decoded energy per information bit, Eb dec , is found with (15) , and assumes operation in either the dynamic power consumption region or a bursty traffic low throughput scenario, which is modeled equivalently to the dynamic region. The coding gain is compared to uncoded BPSK at a BER of 10 −4 , and is the coding gain of the implemented decoder. The process size for each decoder is also presented. As shown, the analog decoders have the lowest Eb dec values.
B. Critical Distance Values
From the energy per decoded data bit, Eb dec , the critical distance d CR for each decoder implementation may be found according to (19) for a variety of scenarios.
If we consider either a high throughput channel or a bursty traffic low throughput channel, then d CR , found from (19) , is independent of the throughput, with a single value regardless of throughput. First we consider the path loss exponent n, as representative of the transmission environment. We examine d CR for n = 2, as a free space, line of sight (LOS) model, either outdoors or in a hallway; n = 3 as an interior environment such as an office building, where the network is all located on the same floor, or an outdoor environment such as forest or foliated urban/suburban locations; and n = 4 as an interior environment with many obstructions and possibly multiple floors, or a dense urban environment. A frequency range from 450 MHz to 10 GHz is considered. Throughput is assumed to be either within the dynamic power region or low but bursty, and the critical distance d CR is calculated according to (19) . The parameters used in (19) are displayed in Table II At 10 GHz, the lowest critical distances belong to the analog (16,11) extended Hamming and (16, 11) 2 turbo product decoders, at 30 and 48m, respectively. These decoders would be practical in an indoor hallway scenario, where sensors placed at ends of the hallway would have LOS.
At lower frequencies, the values of d CR in a free space environment, assuming no interference or extra background noise, are extremely large. Not until f =3 GHz do any of the critical distances drop below 100m. For an outdoor scenario where sensors are very widely spaced, with a LOS component, perhaps for either infrequently located security sensors around a large perimeter, along a highway or railroad track, monitoring outdoor weather data, or monitoring a fault line, the large distances even at lower frequencies might be practical. The distances are far too large for any indoor scenario. Figure 4 shows d CR vs frequency for n = 3, an office environment or foliated outdoor environment. The analog decoders could be practical, at the higher frequencies, for security scenarios where one might have security sensors spaced every few houses in an urban environment, or sensors placed in every few rooms of a hotel or office building. The analog (16, 11) extended Hamming and (16, 11) 2 turbo product decoders again have the lowest critical distances, at 15m and 21m respectively for f =5 GHz, and 10 and 13m at 10 GHz.
At the lowest frequency of 450 MHz, the lowest critical distance is 76m for the (16,11) extended Hamming decoder, but all other decoders have critical distances above 100m. Urban and suburban nodes which are not LOS, such as low buildings located more than a block apart, could be separated by distances greater than the critical distances even at the lowest frequencies, and well above the 2.4 GHz values. Outdoor sensor networks in forested regions monitoring nesting sites, or forest health and dryness, or avalanche-prone regions, could also be spaced further apart than the critical distances at low frequencies. Figure 5 shows d CR vs frequency for n = 4, either an office floor with many obstructions or between multiple floors, or a dense outdoor urban environment.
Critical distances, even at the lowest frequencies, are practical for a dense outdoor urban environment without LOS, for all decoders, as long as the sensors are spaced a few buildings apart.
For the office environment, the critical distance values are more practical for frequencies of 2 GHz and above. The analog decoders, with the exception of the analog turbo decoder, all have critical distances below 25m at 2 GHz, and 10m or less at 10 GHz. The analog (16, 11) extended Hamming and (16, 11) 2 turbo product decoders again perform the best, with respective d CR values at 10 GHz of 5.5m and 7m, at 5 GHz of 8 and 10m, and at 2.4 GHz of 12 and 15.5m. These distances could represent a sensor network monitoring different floors of a building, with a node in each office, or a network monitoring separate enclosures in an animal park. These distances are just feasible, at the higher frequencies, to consider a sensor network for monitoring patients in a hospital. However, with additional interference and background noise, as would be likely in these environments, d CR would certainly decrease, increasing the energy efficiency of each decoder implementation and making ECC more practical for this scenario.
The analog decoders, with their extremely low power consumption, provide the most energy-efficient decoding solution in these scenarios, except for the analog turbo decoder. The digital decoders all have higher d CR values, from 2-4 times greater, than the other analog decoders. For some scenarios, particularly free space transmission at frequencies below 1 GHz, ECC is not energy-efficient, except at very large distances. ECC is not always the best solution to minimizing energy. Our results for d CR clearly show that energy-efficient use of ECC must consider the transmission environment and frequency, as well as decoder implementation. As the environment becomes more crowded, with more obstacles between sensor nodes, ECC becomes more energy-efficient at shorter distances. At the highest frequencies, ECC is practical for all the discussed scenarios when implemented with analog decoders.
C. Correction for Power Amplifier Efficiency
Calculations presented so far have assumed that the power savings in RF transmitted power P T X directly translate into savings of the DC chip power consumption P DC . In practice this assumption rarely holds true; in fact, both power factors are related through the power amplifier efficiency ε, defined as
Taking this into account, it is straightforward to show that (19) , for high throughput or bursty traffic low throughput, needs to be modified as
In order to use the above equation, power efficiency numbers for typical CMOS implementations need to be evaluated. As we will show below, ε varies from 19% to 65%, depending what class power amplifier is used. The reasons for this wide spread of achieved efficiencies can be explained as follows. Contemporary standards such as 802.11 use digital modulation to achieve high spectral efficiency. For example, at 54Mbps, WLAN uses 64-QAM modulation on each OFDM sub-carrier [58] , resulting in a transmit waveform with high Peak to Average Ratio (PAR). A linear power amplifier must be used, which often has low Power Added Efficiency (PAE), resulting in high power consumption. One step towards more power efficient drivers is to use constant envelope modulation, as in the personal area network standard 802.15.4. Constant envelope transmitters can be driven closer to the compression point, resulting in a higher PAE; this in turn means lower power consumption. In this case, non-linear (or switchedmode) power amplifiers may also be used, usually providing much higher efficiencies as a trade off for linearity. Typically, switched-mode amplifiers are also simpler in terms of realization complexity, warranting a more effective use of silicon area.
The highest efficiency of power amplification in silicon can be achieved using switched mode circuits [12] . Although theoretically, switched-mode PAs can transmit finite power with 100% efficiency, finite CMOS switching times and other effects result in lower efficiencies. As an example, a class E PA proposed in [59] has a PAE of 92.5% at an output power of -4.3dBm in the 433MHz ISM band using duty-cycle modulation (DCM). This efficiency figure, however, does not include the power consumption of the DCM circuit (which is effectively a pre-amplifier circuit). Taking this into account reduces the overall PAE to 65%, providing a better comparison towards other implementations. A somewhat comparable linear amplifier shown in [3] has a drain efficiency of 27.5% at an output power of -4.2dBm at f =1.9GHz (however, a given drain efficiency will always be higher than the equivalent PAE).
Efficiency values for several types of power amplifiers are presented in Table III . Their efficiency ε varies from 0.19, or 19%, to 0.65, with many common amplifier types showing ε near 0.3. At lower power output, as would be typical in a wireless sensor network, ε may drop even lower.
From (22) , d CR will change by ε 1/n , so assuming a power efficiency of 33% and free space path loss, d CR will be 0.58 times the value obtained assuming ideal power efficiency of 100%. For n = 3, d CR is 0.69 times the ideal power efficiency value of d CR , and for n = 4, d CR is 0.76 times the ideal power efficiency value. If we assume even lower power efficiency of 19%, d CR reduces further, to 0.44, 0.57 and 0.66 times its value calculated assuming ideal power efficiency, for n = 2, 3, and 4 respectively.
While these values do not drop d CR dramatically, they do bring the n = 4 values at 10 GHz into the range of 3.5 to 7m, and at 450 MHz to a range of 17 to 32m, for the 4 most energy-efficient analog decoders with a power efficiency of 19%. Figure 6 shows the changes in d CR obtained assuming ε = 0.33 and 0.19, compared with ideal power efficiency of ε = 1, for the most energy-efficient decoder, the analog (16,11) extended Hamming decoder.
At f =10 GHz, a power efficiency of 33% drops d CR in free space from 30m to 17m, and 19% efficiency drops it further to 13m. This is easily within the distance of one building to another, or from a house to a garage, for a LOS security scenario. With n = 3 and a power efficiency of 33%, d CR falls from 9.5m to 6.5m, and to 5.5m with a power efficiency of 19%. For n = 4 and power efficiency of 33%, d CR is lowered from 5.5m to 4m, and power efficiency of 19% lowers it slightly further to 3.5m. This is less than the distance between rooms in most buildings, making applications where a sensor in one room transmits to a receiver in another room behind it, perhaps for medical applications, practical for ECC using analog decoders at high frequencies.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In free space line-of-sight scenarios, ECC is not very energy-efficient for frequencies below 2 GHz, except for widely-spaced outdoor monitoring networks. In an urban outdoor setting, at higher frequencies, ECC can be practical for sensor networks placed between buildings, especially when implemented with analog decoders. For indoor environments, ECC is energy-efficient at high frequencies, for sensors placed at opposite ends of hallways or in adjacent rooms, or on multiple floors or in a dense urban environment at all frequencies. Analog decoders offer the most energy-efficient ECC solution, becoming energy-efficient at distances from 1/4-1/2 the critical distances of the digital decoders examined in this paper.
The effect of interference from other radiating sources has not been taken into account in this paper. This would reduce d CR values, as the uncoded system must increase power to overcome the interference. The ECC system will thus become more energy-efficient at shorter distances when interference is considered.
The analog decoders in general, with their low power consumption, are better suited than digital decoders for the low-power requirements of wireless sensor networks. However, even the analog decoders require distances of 5-10m (3.5-7m for 19% power amplifier efficiency) at 10 GHz and n = 4 before they are energy-efficient in terms of the power the decoder consumes compared with the energy saved due to coding gain. Thus, analog decoders may not yet be practical for sensor network applications requiring close spacing of the sensors, such as monitoring patients in a crowded emergency room, babies in a nursery, or multiple sensors on one patient. Again, the effect of interference has not been considered, and in these scenarios where sensors are spaced closely together, interference could well be sufficient to require ECC for reliable operation.
The analog decoder critical distances considered for 10 GHz and n = 4 without interference are practical for sensors at ends of a room, or located one per room, such as air quality and temperature/humidity sensors, or sensors transmitting experimental data between university labs, or transmitting patient data during a procedure to equipment in another room.
Depending on the application and environment, analog decoders can be energy-efficient when used in a wireless sensor network. A combination of low power consumption and moderately high to high throughput makes analog decoders quite practical for WSN use. ECC is not always a practical solution for increasing link reliability, and as shown by the large critical distance values in free space at lower frequencies, an uncoded system may actually be more energy-efficient in certain environments, for specific applications. But in an office environment for communication between rooms, or a multiple-floor network, or security cameras in adjacent buildings, ECC, especially when implemented with analog decoders, can be a practical method of minimizing energy consumption in the wireless sensor network.
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